31 years experience and over 3,000 presentations to over 1 million audience members

school assembly speaker
empowering audiences – one laugh at a time ™
“Kevin Wanzer, simply put, is a dynamic speaker. He moves an
audience through laughter and touches their heart and soul through
his message. Kevin is a man for all ages and all stages.”
Hugh O’Brian, actor and founder of HOBY
Hugh O’Brian Youth Institute

Kevin’s hilarious and affecting programs spread a
contagiously-positive, unforgettable mindset that
empowers educators to create and maintain inclusive,
positive, productive environments in the classroom
and beyond. His trademark “Choose ALOHA”
philosophy helps us reconnect with the simple and
essential wisdom we too often forget. Kevin brings
audiences together at all levels: student to student,
colleague to colleague, teacher to student.
Key Concepts Explored & Emphasized:
Making the Most of the
Upcoming School Year
Diversity as a Key Strength of
Community
Obstacles as Opportunities

Your Audience Will Emerge With:
• a heightened sense of personal awareness
and ownership

“Your enthusiasm and the creativity
of your presentation elevated our
conference to the next level. This is
certainly a testament to the fact that
your message is spot on.”
Stan Soderstrom, Executive Director
Kiwanis International

• reinforced and enhanced respect for the
diversity surrounding them and a new
appreciation for differences and commonalities
• a personal understanding of their power to
affect positive change immediately
• stronger peer connections
• excitement about fulfilling their potential in
school and beyond
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empowering audiences – one laugh at a time
enhancing school atmosphere

A Once in a “Laughtime” Experience

bullying prevention

Have students who profess to hate assemblies? I can reach them.

leadership

Frustrated with attempts to effectively reach the masses, including staff? I offer
a unique, memorable experience they simply will not forget.

parent communication
elementary
tobacco awareness
graduations
advisors
middle school
character education
violence prevention
school spirit
high school
student orientations
prevention skills
educator in-services

Whether you’re planning a program
for elementary, middle, or high
school, or a needing an electrifying
conference keynote address, my
programs reach audiences in a way
that captivates, entertains, and
educates.
Time and again, my programs have
caught, taught, and lastingly
reinforced pivotal concepts to
enhance relationships, teach personal
responsibility, celebrate diversity, and
strengthen communities.
I look forward to helping “spread da aloha” to your audience with a message
destined to change your schools for the better.
Aloha and Mahalo,

Kevin
“Kevin Wanzer, simply put, is a dynamic speaker.
He moves an audience through laughter and
touches their heart and soul through his message.
Kevin is a man for all ages and all stages.”

ice breakers
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Hugh O’Brian, actor & founder of HOBY

(Hugh O’Brian Youth Institute)
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audience feedback
“My phone was
blowing up with
texts during your
presentation, from
my friends with
comments like ‘he
is amazing.’ They
were super-duper
impressed, and
said that you were
one of the best
keynotes that
have seen on
stage. So, thank YOU!”
Carla Boulton, Missouri State Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA) State Advisor
carla.boulton@dese.mo.gov
“Kevin’s enthusiasm and
creativity enhanced our
entire conference
experience. His message
and unique presentation
style is absolutely spot
on.”
Stan Soderstrom,
ExecutiveDirector of
Kiwanis International
ssoderstrom@kiwanis.org
“I have heard
many, many many,
many,presentations
over the years and
yours was one that
immediately made
me text my
colleagues with
rave reviews.
(Sorry to text while
you were peaking!)”
Monty Rhodes, Georgia FBLA Executive Director
monty@GeorgiaFBLA.org
“Kevin inspires,
entertains AND
challenges others
to get involved.
He presents in a
way that enriches,
empowers and
entertains in a way
that is unlike
anything I have
ever seen - and
enjoyed - before.”
Chris Martz, Director
Circle K International,
cmartz@kiwanis.org
”The one comment that
continued to come up
after you spoke was,
‘When can he come
back?’ Thank you for
your message ... and
for making me look so
good..”
Ryan Fuller,
Eli Lilly rfuller@lilly.com

Kevin celebrates leadership at the National Association of Student Councils

the man behind the message
At 8-year-old Kevin Wanzer’s lemonade stand, passersby were treated to two
types of refreshment: a cold cup of lemonade and hilarious, dead-on standup renditions of Steve Martin comedy routines. Decades later, the lemonade
stand is long gone, as are the Martin routines. The refreshment, however, is
still to be had.
Speaking to young people in refreshing ways is all Kevin has ever known. As
a sophomore in high school, Kevin began a mentoring program where high
school student leaders interacted with elementary students, making a
difference that empowered them to stay strong and make healthy choices.
Kevin also teamed up with then-First Lady Nancy Reagan and her anti-drug
efforts, addressed the United Nations, and spoke at countless schools on
behalf of Just Say No.
Drug-free his entire life, Kevin began speaking while helping create a
program to support others who choose to embrace healthy alternatives. Early
in his career, he worked for Late Night with David Letterman at NBC, an
experience that helped solidify his conviction that laughter is the “high” you
can say Yes to. An honors graduate of Butler University, Kevin has spent the
last 30 years reaching thousands of audiences across the U.S. and beyond.

the message behind the man
Kevin’s presentations surprise and delight audiences. Through highly
entertaining programs, he not only shares a powerful message, but he also
helps audience members engage with each other in a fun, non-threatening
way.
Affectionately described as “organized chaos,” Kevin’s programs are tailored
for each individual audience. Insightful and sidesplitting, the lessons Kevin
brings to each energetic presentation are guaranteed to last long after the
laughter.
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Two million audience members across the United States, Canada, Europe, the Caribbean, China and Singapore.

all school assemblies for all grade levels

Program Fees

When Kevin speaks to an elementary,
middle, or high school audience, an
amazing transformation takes place:
students let down their walls and
stereotypes are broken. His rollercoaster-of-a-ride, substantive, comedic
presentations promote kindness,
community, respect for diversity, positive
choices, and personal authenticity and
responsibility.

student leader training
Kevin’s programs celebrate, inspire,
and promote student leadership
while sharing a variety of fun and
effective fundraising and spirit ideas
sure to enhance group efforts
throughout the year.

4 Programs:

$1,750

$1,000 each

3 Programs:

$2,000

$1,250 each

2 Programs:

$2,500

$1,500 each

1 Program:

$3,000

$1,750 each

These rates apply to assemblies,
teacher/staff programs, some
student leadership programs, and
parent programs. Schools can cosponsor a same-day visit to share
costs and receive the multipleprogram rate. Travel costs are
additional and can be shared
equally among all participating
schools. For leadership trainings
and faculty programs, an additional
per-participant supply fee may
apply.

after the laughter
As a follow-up to assemblies, many
schools consider Kevin for the following:
Diversity in Leadership Forum

aspects of identity workshop
This experiential program engages
everyone…even the “un-engageable,”
and provides people a unique experience
that enhances personal awareness of how
differences impact who we are. This
powerful and memorable workshop
inspires lasting appreciation, sensitivity,
and respect for the diversity in our
communities.
1. 8 00. 453 . 8 46 9 (te l & fa x )

A session to empower student
leaders with ideas they can use to
carry on the message long after I
am gone.
Parent & Community Evening Sessions
A great way to share the message
with parents and the community
that depends upon and supports
your school.
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Take a vacation from the norm and

•

Say “aloha!” to one extraordinary

•

program. Kevin offers a fast-paced,

•
•
•

hilarious, and insightful message
guaranteed to reach

and empower your audience,
inviting them to rediscover their
enormous potential. Inviting Kevin to
speak for you is the ideal way to make
a difference, one

laugh at a time.

Kevin’s book, Choose To Love, may be
purchased for entire audiences at a
discounted bulk rate, and individual copies
are available online at ChooseToLove.com.

•
•
•
•
•

The Certified Speaking Professional designation, established
in 1980, is the speaking industry's international measure of
professional platform skill. CSP is conferred by the National
Speakers Association (NSA) only on those accomplished
speakers who have earned it by meeting strict criteria. The
letters CSP following a speaker's name indicate a speaking
professional with proven experience who understands what is
required and knows how to deliver client satisfaction.

“Kevin is a phenomenal person and an amazing speaker with a great
message. Not only that, as an event planner, I find he is a pleasure to
work with. Through laughter and his thought-provoking presentations,
Kevin captures audiences and keeps them engaged every minute! I
have booked him for both student and adult groups, and he is fully
capable of customizing his presentation to inspire any type of audience.
His message of acceptance, love, and finding the joy in life is one that is
always relevant and necessary.”
Nicole Coﬀey, Nicole.Coﬀey@nebraska.gov
State Advisor, Nebraska DECA, Nebraska Career Education
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An inspiring,
proactive,
comprehensive
program
for students,
educators &
parents presented
by Kevin Wanzer.

Top 10 Ideas for Schools

Bullying Prevention Programs
School Assemblies
This program tackles the serious issue of

1.
Be consistent with rules and discipline in the classroom and schoolwide. When appropriate, involve students in rule-setting. Set expectations
and establish consequences for bullying BEFORE it occurs. Ensure that all
staff is on the same page.
2.
Establish a caring relationship with each student. Even a small
connection can make a meaningful and positive impact in a child’s life, and
make them know and feel that they are valued members of their school
and community.
3.
Use a positive approach by promoting good behavior rather than
only punishing bad behavior. Praise and appreciation are highly effective
rewards. However, too many rewards may discourage development of
internal values systems.
Deal with misbehavior directly, quietly, and
privately.

bullying in an upbeat, humorous and
empowering manner. It helps students
understand the perspectives of bullies,
victims and bystanders, and how each
student can make a positive difference.

Student Leader Symposium
In this session, I offer your student leaders
useful tools and ideas to enhance
leadership skills, help prevent and respond
to bullying, and make their school a more

4.
Make a point to observe student interactions around you. Statistics
indicate that we too often ignore or fail to notice bullying behaviors. We
must change this. Prevention is everyone’s responsibility.

inclusive environment for themselves and

5.
Encourage cooperative play instead of exclusively winner-loser
games, and urge children to help, rather than taunt, those with less ability
in any specific area.

Educator In-Service Training

6.
Empower students with skills to respond appropriately to insults,
threats, violence, and other bullying behaviors.
7.
Values of social justice, empathy and respect can be a part of any
subject’s lesson plan.
Creatively incorporate core values into your
curriculum.
8.
Demonstrate respect, honesty, empathy, and pride in your family
and heritage through your actions. As role models, you represent a source
of strength for children, especially when they are confronted with bullies or
negative peer pressure.
9.
Model involvement and service to your community by volunteering
in a variety of activities as individuals and as faculty.

their peers.

This dynamic program speaks to all schoolrelated adults who interact with students, from
janitors, bus drivers and crossing guards to
teachers, principals & superintendents.

Parent Evening Program
In this light-hearted and substantive evening
program, adults experience the inspirational
and informational essence of what I share
during my school presentation.
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10.
Create and implement a “Safe Schools Begin with Me!” Pledge
Against School Violence and Bullying campaign. Bring awareness to the
entire community that safe schools exist in safe communities.
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